BODY TREATMENTS
Wraps include an application of an exfoliant or customized masque
designed to nourish your body both inside and out.
Island Bliss Ritual
Enjoy an island escape anytime! All natural botanical ingredients
polish and awaken tired, dull skin as you receive a face, scalp, neck
and shoulder massage. Shower then return to the warm bed and enjoy
a full body massage with the addition of warm Himalayan salt stones.
An unforgettable full body experience.

(100 minutes) $245
Sea Foam Body Smoothie*
Nourish and detoxify the skin and body with this warm mud filled with
100 trace minerals that soothe aching muscles, aid in eliminating toxins
and feed the skin. This wrap is truly one of a kind.

(50 minutes) $165
*Contraindicated for iodine & seaweed allergies.

Detox Body Wrap P
The combination of dry brushing with an application of a seaweed
featuring aromatic essential oils eliminates excess fluid while reducing
tension in tired and heavy muscles. Finishes with an application of a
marine lotion, leaving the skin soft.

(50 minutes) $135
Vitamin Wrap
A longtime favorite combats the visible effects of aging skin and
restores the appearance with this collagen boosting body wrap.
The botanical blends create a glowing skin with a gentle body scrub
followed with a lovely application of lotion to enchant the senses.

(50 minutes) $135
Honey “Be” Wrap
Honey from our apiary enhance this wonderful wrap with the gentle
exfoliation and luxurious application of a rich lotion. Feel clean,
smooth and relaxed.

(50 minutes) $135
Enhancements
Target your areas of concern and customize any body treatment
with service Enhancements. Booked upon spa check-in. Multiple
enhancements may be added to a service. No additional time is
required. Whether you're look for anti-aging, detox, toning or more, our
experienced staff will guide you to the best options to meet your needs.

